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Abstract
We propose a novel method to detect human body contours in presence of
clutter and complex texture. Contours are extracted using a novel Markov-
based approach which learns a texture along a given scanline in order to
detect texture crossings. In contrast to conventional silhouette detection al-
gorithms based on gradient, our texture boundary detection method allows
extraction of silhouettes of textured and non-textured objects under dif-
cult conditions such as having a cluttered/moving background. We demon-
strate on demanding examples of monocular body tracking that our proposed
method yields better results than gradient-based techniques.
1. Introduction
A number of promising silhouette-based approaches to body tracking and human pose
estimation have been proposed recently [1, 5, 6, 9, 13]. However most of them rely
on the fact that silhouettes can be extracted using relatively simple algorithms such as
background subtraction [4] or standard edge- and gradient-based techniques [7, 2, 1].
However, in practice, this rarely is the case and these silhouette extraction methods can
be very brittle. They tend to fail in the presence of highly textured objects and clutter,
which produce too many irrelevant edges. In such situations, it is advantageous to detect
texture boundaries instead. However, because texture segmentation techniques such as
those based on graph cuts [3] require computing statistics over image patches, they are
more useful for detection in a single image than for tracking.
In this paper, we overcome these limitations by extending an earlier texture based
approach [11] that was initially designed to detect the outlines of projected polygonal
objects to finding the projected contours of 3–D articulated models that are usable for hu-
man body tracking. To this end, we have clarified the formulation and validated it using
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Figure 1: Left: Scanning a line through model sample point p for which a 1st order
statistical model associated is used to find the texture crossing point c. Right: An example
of outlines of a person wearing loose clothes and standing against another person in low
quality video obtained using our method.
extensive simulation analysis. This improved approach allows us to obtain good articu-
lated body tracking results under difficult conditions due to textured or loose clothing and
cluttered or moving background, which demonstrates its applicability under everyday life
situations.
Our method is inspired by the use of Markov processes for texture description and
segmentation. However, our requirements differ from those of classical texture segmen-
tation methods in the sense that we wish to find the optimal pose parameters rather than
arbitrary region boundaries. Given an approximate body pose and corresponding model
outlines in the image such as those shown in Fig. 1-left, we model textures as Markovian
processes that generate pixel sequences along scan lines perpendicular to these projected
outlines. Finding the true outlines then becomes equivalent to detecting the boundary of
the two texture processes responsible for the pixel intensities inside and outside of the
object, which can be done robustly. To further increase reliability, we can incorporate a
prior statistical model of the known target, in this case the texture inside a human body,
which can be updated over time.
In the following sections, we first discuss related work on tracking using silhouettes,
then we present and validate our approach to boundary detection using simulations and
synthetic data. We will then demonstrate its effectiveness on real-data by incorporating
it into a monocular body tracking algorithm that can take advantage of both silhouette
data and 2–D correspondences between frames. In particular, we will show that using our
approach to silhouette detection results in substantial improvement over standard edge-
detection when the background is cluttered and changes over time. Our contribution is
therefore not the tracking algorithm itself, which we use as a testbed, but the approach
to silhouette extraction that we advocate and that yields the performance increase we
observe.
2. Related Work
All methods for inferring 3–D pose of articulated models such as whole bodies [1, 7, 5,
6, 9, 8] or hands [12, 2, 14] using occluding contours depend on reliably extracting the
outlines of the subject. For example, Kakadiaris and Metaxas [8] establish direct cor-
respondences between points on the occluding contours to points on the surface of the
model using projective geometry. Due to projective singularity along the line of sight
corresponding to points on the occluding contours, the success of this approach is highly
correlated to how well the outlines are extracted. This is equally true for the methods
such as [1, 2] that retrieve a registered pose based on how well it matches the outlines.
Athitsos and Sclaroff [2] propose a method that can generate a ranked list of plausible 3–
D hand configurations that best match an input image. Probabilistic line matching using
Euclidean embedding of Chamfer distances from a set of reference images is used for im-
age data base indexing. Their method yields good results in presence of clutter. However
this requires a rich database with a high number of reference images for embedding of the
distance transform with enough accuracy. Unfortunately, construction of such a database
is not always practical, especially for a whole body scenario.
Using edges obtained by gradient based methods for example as in [5, 7, 9, 6] is ap-
pealing due to its simplicity and speed, but its application is restricted to the cases where
the contrast is sufficient. Furthermore, these methods tend to fail in the presence of highly
textured objects and clutter, which produce too many irrelevant edges. Background sub-
traction [4] techniques also require a good estimation of the background image which
is not always possible especially if it is not static. In such situations, applying texture
segmentation methods to tracking of body outlines becomes an attractive alternative be-
cause they work reliably well whether complex texture and clutter exists or not. However
because texture segmentation techniques such as methods based on graph cuts [3] re-
quire computing statistics over image patches, they tend to be computationally intensive
and have therefore not been felt to be suitable for tracking. By contrast, the approach
presented in this paper does borrow ideas from the texture segmentation literature [10].
Hidden Markov random fields appear naturally in problems such as image segmentation,
where an unknown class assignment has to be estimated from the observations at each
pixel. Recently we have proposed a novel texture-based linesearch method [11] for tex-
ture boundary detection which can be used for real-time tracking of polygonal objects.
This method has the advantage of texture segmentation methods, as it assumes a Marko-
vian model of texture on the target and background areas in spite of relying solely on
gradient or edge information while, unlike other texture segmentation algorithms it is fast
and adapted to tracking applications thanks to its model-based structure and line search
approach.
3 Robust Silhouette Detection
In this section, we describe how silhouette points on the body outlines are detected. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first time that statistical models used for texture segmen-
tation are adapted and applied to the problem of articulated body tracking. Our method
unlike conventional segmentation methods, scans lines for texture boundary points and
is fast as well as robust and reliable for any kind of object and background texture and
complexity.
The process of texture boundary detection starts by obtaining and sampling the sil-
houettes of the projection of the predicted articulated model pose. Assuming that each
body part in the chain of articulations is modeled by a quadric, as will be discussed in
section 4 the projection of these quadrics is a set of conics on the image plane. The latter
is used to generate a discrete set of sample points and the associated normal directions
which correspond to the pose in the previous frame. This information serves to estimate
a new set of silhouette points for the current frame by employing the method described
below.
3.1 Markov model and texture boundary detection
The silhouette points are found by detecting a change in the statistics of the texture along
a scanline normal to the conic boundary, as shown in Fig. 1-left. We start by formalising
the search criteria and derive the method we use to evaluate them.
A texture is modeled as a statistical process which generates a sequence of pixels.
The problem is then cast as follows: A sequence of n pixel intensities, Sn1 = (s1,s2, ...sn),
is assumed to have been generated by two distinct texture processes each operating on
either side of an unknown change point. Thus the observed data is considered to have
been produced by the following process: First a changepoint c is selected uniformly at
random from the range [1-n]. Then the pixels to the left of the changepoint (the sequence
Sc1) are produced by a texture process T1 and the pixels to the right (Snc+1) are produced by
process T2. The task is then to recover c from Sn1. If both T1 and T2 are known then this
corresponds to finding the c that maximises:
P(Bc|T1,T2) = P(Sc1|T1)P(Snc+1|T2) (1)
with Bc being the event of having a texture boundary at point c. P(Sc1|T1) is given by
P(Sc1|T1) = P(s1|T1)
c
∏
i=2
P(si|si−1,T1).
If, however, one of the textures say T1 is unknown, then the term P(Sc1|T1) must be re-
placed by the integral over all possible texture processes:
P(Sc1) =
∫
P(Sc1|T )P(T ) dT (2)
While it may be tempting to approximate this by considering only the most probable T
to have generated Sc1, this yields a poor approximation for small data sets, such as are
exhibited in this problem. In [11] we have shown that the integral can be solved in closed
form for reasonable choices of the prior P(T ) (e.g. uniform). This gives
P(Sc1) = P(s1)
c
∏
i=2
P(si|Si−11 )
where, for a uniform prior over T ,
P(si|Si−11 ) =
1+num (Sii−1 ∈ S
i−1
1 )
i+ I−1
(3)
where I is the number of states in the Markov processes or bins in the intensity histogram,
and num (Sii−1 ∈ S
i−1
1 ) is number of times the substring Sii−1 occurs in the string S
i−1
1 .
Therefore, the change point can be detected by maximisation of P(Bc|T1,T2). The
conditional probability terms in Eq. 1 are given by a graylevel transition matrix W , that
allows us to compute the terms num (Sii−1 ∈ S
i−1
1 ), while the prior is assumed to have
uniform distribution.
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Figure 2: Texture patterns used to generate test sequences. We take the scanlines to be
vertical arrays of pixels on the image. (left) original and (right) noisy images.
If the Markovian processes on both sides of a scanline are assumed unknown their
statistics can be calculated using the convenient closed form solution of the integral of
Eq. 2, as given by Eq. 3. On the other hand, we can assume that the texture Markov
process T2 which is in our case the texture of different body parts of the human subject is
known. Therefore the transition matrix corresponding to T2 is built once in the beginning
of the tracking process and used throughout tracking. On the other hand the statistics for
the Markov process T1 are assumed unknown and are calculated using Eq. 3. This method
is robust and reliable under versatile conditions where there can be cluttered patterns or
non-textured objects.
As a direct extension, we can also use scanstripes instead of scanlines to search for
texture crossings. Scanstripes are a set of parallel scanlines that are scanned simultane-
ously to count the number of occurrences of substring Sii−1 in string S
i−1
1 on each scanline
independently. This helps the Eq. 3 converge faster and adds robustness to noise as long
as the isotropic model is valid for the texture. This is further verified in the following
subsection.
3.2 Validation of the silhouette extraction algorithm
Our algorithm was tested on the sequences generated using random textures collected
from the web and stitched next to each other to form a sequence of two textures to be
separated by our algorithm. The original tested textures are also shown in Fig. 2 with and
without added noise to test the performance of the algorithm in presence of noise.
Fig. 3 shows two sample test sequences (without noise) and the log probability of
the changepoint P(Bc|T1,T2) for all the pixels along a sequence. The test sequences are
composed of two separate textures, with the true boundary in the middle of each sequence.
When applicable the transitions matrix is precalculated for the left half of the scanline
using a region with similar texture. Fig. 3-right shows a case where the scanline search
with unknown transition matrices has failed. This is due to the uniformity of the texture
on the right side which introduces a peak in the texture crossing probability at the point
where this uniformity is perturbed. Nevertheless, it can be seen that using scanstripes and
precalculating the transition matrix adds robustness and prevents this kind of mistake.
The global behaviour of the algorithm was also tested using 1000 randomly selected
sequences from different textures with varying lengths from 20 to 200 pixels. Fig. 4 shows
the histogram of the absolute difference between the global maximum index of the log of
the probability P(Bc|T1,T2) and the true index of the boundary for different methods with
different lengths used for the scanlines and scanstripes (a set of 5 scanlines). In Fig. 4
we can see two rows corresponding to noise free (first row) and noisy test images (second
row). The leftmost histogram in each row corresponds to the results using known target
model (transition matrix), the second histogram is obtained using known target model, and
the rightmost one in each row shows the results using scanstripes instead of scanlines.
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Figure 3: Log probability of the changepoint on the gray patterns shown below the graphs
and where each gray level appears as a vertical bar. Probabilities are obtained using
known statistics (solid bold line), unknown statistics (thin solid line), scanstripes instead
of scanlines with known statistics (bold dotted line), and scanstripes instead of scanlines
with unknown statistics (dashed thin line). Left: Probability maximisation gives the cor-
rect boundary index for the texture strings. We observe that the curves obtained with
unknown statistics are relatively flat compared to those derived using learnt models. This
shows the advantage of using known statistics. Right: Scanline search with unknown
statistics fails to find the correct boundary. The scanstripes results are computed using
additional scanlines not shown here.
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Figure 4: Histograms of the absolute difference between the detected boundary indices
and the true one for 1000 tries on different test sequences with varying lengths from 20 to
200 pixels. First row is the results on noise free data while the second row corresponds to
noisy textures.
These results show that the algorithm can successfully separate the textures with a
high reliability factor (also in presence of noise) which increases using scanstripes in-
stead of scanlines. It must be mentioned that assuming known statistics makes the de-
tection more vulnerable to noise as the model is not adapted to the test sequence during
the probability calculation. On the other hand when we use unknown statistics, the model
adapts itself to the transition matrix of the noisy data. Due to this fact, the presented
histograms for the scanstripes on the noise free image (rightmost histogram on the first
row) are obtained with known statistical model, while for the noisy case (rightmost on the
second row) we have assumed unknown models which adapts better. Nevertheless, these
histograms support the fact that the combination of this algorithm with robust estimation
techniques for tracking yields satisfactory results even in presence of noise. The length
of scanline also affects the shape of the histograms. Due to lack of space we only men-
tion that increasing the scan length introduces a more prominent peak around zero while
reducing the outliers. Our simulations show that the scanlines should be at least 20 pixels
long for effective detection.
4. Monocular Body Motion Tracking
Here we present a testbed framework with a multiple cue objective function in order to
use our silhouette extraction method for 3–D human motion tracking. Monocular vision
is challenging because it involves tackling such difficult issues as ambiguities associated
with articulated motion seen from a single camera, very high dimensional search spaces,
partial self-occlusions, and poor quality of image features in the absence of markers. We
start with a system that uses feature points to track and we add to it contour tracking and
ambiguity detection. For the latter we chose a method similar to the one described in
[12].
In our implementation, each body part in the chain of articulations is modeled by
a quadric (ellipsoid, cylinder or truncated cone) represented by a 4× 4 matrix Q that
describes both its shape and its position in space, which is a function of body poses defined
in the hypothesis set. Finding the pose in the next frame is then carried out by minimising
the cost associated to each hypothesis set element. The cost is a combined energy function
consisting of the following terms:
F = ∑i F
point
i +∑i F
silhouette
i
F pointi = w
point
i ‖ p̂i− pi‖
2
Fsilhouettei = wsilhouettei Dist
2
si
(4)
We describe these terms in detail below.
Regions inside target (term F point ) Robust image point matching is used to generate
point correspondences which serve as observations for projection error minimisation in
the subsequent frames. In order to increase accuracy of the correspondences, we incor-
porate affine 2–D image motion estimation for matching in the subsequent frames. The
set of matched points is further refined by robust fundamental matrix computation and
enforcement of epipolar geometry constraints on each body part separately. This provides
the first term in the energy function given by Eq. 4, where pi is a matched point in frame
t, and p̂i is the estimated projected point using model pose corresponding to frame t.
Target’s outline (term F silhouette) The detected body silhouette points obtained using
the method explained in Section 3 provide distances Distsi of the cast ray passing through
a given silhouette image point si = (u′,v′) from the associated quadric Q on the model in
3–D space. These distances are added to the energy function to be minimised. These terms
along with the terms corresponding to the image point observations are robustly weighted
using M-estimator method to exclude outliers (due to noise or local incompatibility of
the learned texture) are normalised to have balanced impact on the energy function. We
chose to use the algorithm with known transition matrices for each body part. Fig. 5
shows the detected texture boundaries for the sampled quadric silhouettes. The search
starts from samples on the projected model outline in the previous position. This starting
point is not necessarily close to the real outline. This is due to the fact that the model is an
approximation of the real subject and moreover its pose comes from the previous frame.
Our method is nevertheless able to detect the texture boundaries in an reliable way.
In practice not all possible joint angle values are acceptable and we constrain them
to remain within an acceptable range. For each such constraint, we add a penalty term
which is nonzero if the parameter goes beyond the limits. Another plausibility factor is the
smoothness of motion. We suppose that the human motion is reasonably steady in a short
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5: Examples of the detected silhouette points on the body (a, b, c). White circles
are the detected texture boundaries corresponding to the body outlines. (d) illustrates the
training phase for Markov texture modeling, the white patches show the areas used to
compute the model for each body part. This is done by rendering the initial pose given by
manual initialisation and obtaining the mask of its projection on the corresponding frame.
frame interval. That implies that body parts do not tend to change direction abruptly. This
gives the last term in the energy function of Eq. 4 where θ ti is the joint angle i at frame t.
In our implementation observations from three adjacent frames are used to minimise this
objective function for each hypothesis. The resulting pose are iteratively used in the same
manner by sliding the optimisation window over the sequence.
5 Tracking Results
Here we present some results obtained using our proposed method on some monocular
sequences. The statistical model of the texture of the subject is constructed in the first
frame in terms of a transition matrix for each body part by considering the pixels which
lie under the projection of the body pose on the corresponding frame which comes from
manual initialisation. This is usually enough to approximate the statistics of the model of
the subject provided that the subject’s appearance does not change dramatically through
out the sequence. The model statistics can be easily updated once in a while in the cases
where this condition is not guaranteed. The patches used for this training phase are shown
in Fig. 5(d).
As an example of our experiments with real scenes and human motions, next we
consider a sequence of walking toward the camera which is inherently difficult due to
considerable change in target’s dimensions. The first row of Fig. 6 shows some shots
of the original 100 frame sequence with superimposed tracking results. The results are
further verified by resynthesising the scene as seen by an arbitrary camera. The second
row shows the resynthesised view of the tracking results from frontal top, which evidently
show a forward motion of the model towards the camera. We have further tested the
stability of the results by augmenting the frames obtained by a second camera that was
used only for verification and not during tracking as shown in the last row. We compared
our algorithm for silhouette detection with a gradient-based method and Fig. 8 shows part
of the body and the silhouettes extracted using texture-based (left) and gradient-based
(right).
The second example is tracking of a person wearing a highly textured top where as
there is almost no texture on the arms. Moreover the background is highly cluttered
and contains a moving person. Fig. 7 shows some frames of tracking results with the
Figure 6: Tracking results for some 100 frames of a walking sequence towards the cam-
era.The first row shows superimposed model on several frames used for tracking. The
second row shows the resynthesised view of the tracking results seen from frontal top.
The last row validates the tracked 3–D pose by augmenting the frames obtained by a
second camera that was not used for tracking.
Figure 7: Tracking under extreme conditions. The subject is wearing a highly textured top
whereas her arms lack texture. The background is highly cluttered and contains a moving
person.
superposed model. The extracted silhouettes (see Fig. 8-left) are less clean compared to
previous results (due to shadows around the shoulders and high clutter and fluctuations in
the complexity of texture, moving background, etc.) but the results are far more credible
than the ones obtained using a gradient-based method as shown in the right side of Fig. 8.
In terms of processing time, the algorithm is quite fast and it takes a small fraction of a
second to extract the silhouette points from a given frame on a standard PC.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated the applicability of a texture-based approach to finding
silhouettes in the context of monocular human body tracking. We have shown that it
allows us to obtain good results under difficult conditions due to highly textured body,
lack of texture on body parts, loose clothing and cluttered and moving background.
The silhouettes are estimated by projecting the model’s current configuration into
the current frame, computing first order statistics along lines perpendicular to those con-
tours and finding texture boundaries between object and background. While conventional
gradient-based techniques are heavily used for outline detection, they usually fail under
everyday life situations. Our proposed algorithm provides a reliable alternative under
Figure 8: Examples of silhouettes obtained using texture-based proposed method (left)
compared with those obtained by a gradient-based method (right).
these difficult conditions. Moreover it remains fast and can potentially lead to real-time
applications.
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